geographers and Canada's Laurentian historians wrestled with this problem in the early decades of the twentieth century, and were cautious in describing the role of nature. A related issue is the imputing to people of intentions and beliefs without providing supporting evidence or framing the debates over, for example, claims that settlers copied the Native occupants and also aimed to replicate the landscapes of their overseas homes. To demonstrate cultural transfer from the old country by the pioneer Irish requires a full case study based on specific local evidence, in addition to citing the standard sources. If the land is of vital importance to a bioregional historian, why not show what the Irish did to domesticate the terrain of actual townships in which they settled? It would be helpful if the two-page conclusion could be expanded to clarify the ways in which the Trent Valley was a microcosm of the North American frontier.
Typographical errors (starting with two in the table of contents), incorrect words ('proscribe' for 'prescribe' or wheat called 'import' rather than 'export'), and awkward expressions in part 1 suggest editorial deficiency, as does the division of the book into two parts only in the Queer Episodes is a collection of essays that explore the points of intersection between music and queerness during the historical period surrounding the turn of the century and the two world wars, roughly 1870 to 1950. It was an era that saw dramatic changes both in musical expression and in the expression of individual sexual identity. These changes swept away many of the certainties of the past while opening up the possibility of new interpretations and associations. By focusing on the links between musicality and queer sexuality, these essays offer valuable insight into the musical culture of this era while addressing some watershed moments in the formulation of current conceptions of sexual identity.
Several of the authors focus on personal details that offer insight into the private lives of the subjects: Eva Reiger opens a rare window into the romantic correspondence between Eugenie Schumann (the daughter of Clara and Robert) and singer Marie Fillunger; Lloyd Whitesell reconstructs Parisian gay subcultures to interpret Ravel's dandyism as a self-protective strategy of disguise; Sophie Fuller uncovers the careers of various musical women in turn of the century Britain, several of whom moved in known lesbian circles; Fiona Richards examines the rarefied sexuality of John
